
O'Malley Family Vocabulary Review

Picture Matching

Match the words in the box to the pictures below.

restroom, worried, sidewalk, desk, traffic light, pot, mug, shrug, race

1: ________________ 2: ________________ 3: ________________

4: ________________ 5: ________________ 6: ________________

7: ________________ 8: ________________ 9: ________________
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Definition multiple choice

Circle (or mark) the word (or phrase) that is best described by the definitions below.

1. A place -- often in a town -- where equipment is set up for children to burn their

energy.

worried playground finish up reception

2. To do the last steps in a process and make it complete.

finish up race lean yell

3. Like 'double check,' this means to confirm something is how you think it should

be.

lean hard make sure worried

4. To take something that isn't yours and that you shouldn't take.

reason hurry steal take over

5. The kind of table that you sit at in an office for writing.

wake up shrug steal desk

6. This word is something like 'cause.' It explains why an action happened.

wake up reason locker yell

7. To stand but not 100% vertically. This is what the famous tower in Pisa does.

playground lean steal take over

8. To take the control of something.

take over traffic light ring assembly line

9. The name of the subject or class in school where children play sports.

yell locker desk gym

10. A place where students can lock up their books and other items when they aren't

needed.

lean locker reason hard
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11. To say something in a very loud, unfriendly way.

reception ring yell hurry

12. The opposite of soft. This is how rocks or iron feel.

mug hard reason traffic light
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

expect, jealous, swear, sleepyhead, shrug, hurry, assembly line,

mutter, wake up, counter, pretty, reach

1. It's a long drive from our house to Berlin. When we finally

____________________________ the city, I always need a toilet.

2. Speak clearly and don't ____________________________ when you talk to me!

3. "Do you ____________________________ to tell the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth?"

4. When I come to the English lesson, I ____________________________ to have

fun. It happens every week.

5. Alvin thinks his daughter looks very ____________________________ in

dresses, but she likes to wear jeans and a t-shirt.

6. Steve always wanted a Porsche. He was really ____________________________

when his little brother bought one.

7. I asked my boss when I would get a raise, but all he did was

____________________________. I don't think it's a good sign.

8. Wake up, ____________________________. It's time to get up and go to work!

9. I hate it when I ____________________________ in the middle of the night and

cannot fall back asleep.

10. Gordon's first job was on an ____________________________ producing cars.

11. We have so many kitchen devices on the ____________________________ in

our kitchen that we don't have space to cook!

12. Your bus leaves in ten minutes. You will have to

____________________________ to be at the bus stop on time.


